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THe ABBey WALL, KiNG’S SCHooL,

PiTT STReeT GLouCeSTeR 
Archaeological survey during repairs 2000-2006

summary

repairs were carried out in 2003 and 2006 by The Kings school on a section of the Gloucester abbey precinct wall 
which also formed part of the 13th-century town defences. a survey of the historic fabric was made before repair by Past 
Historic. The lower 2m of the wall comprised the town/abbey wall of the early 13th century, which may have been topped 
by crenels. In the 16th century the wall was heightened and windows inserted to form part of the abbot’s lodging and 
subsequently the bishops palace. In 1860 the bishop’s palace was demolished and a new one constructed: the precinct 
wall was retained with its 16th-century detail.

InTroducTIon

The northern precinct wall of the Abbey of St Peter at Gloucester, now the Cathedral, runs along the south side of the 
lane now known as Pitt Street.1 The wall also forms a northern boundary of buildings now owned by the Kings School, 
the former Bishops’ Palace (FiG 1). The 85 m length of wall is part listed2 and part scheduled (FiG 1);3 it appeared in the 
english Heritage register of Buildings at risk (1999), p 37. 

Repairs were undertaken by the owners, Kings School, to specifications by Stainburn Taylor, Architects.4 Repairs were 
carried out in two phases, phase 1 in 2003 to the western section, and phase 2 in 2006 to the scheduled eastern section. A 
specification for archaeological work to accompany the repairs was prepared by Past Historic (Appendix II). This report 
is a synthesis of the ensuing archaeological work.

THe aBBey wall: HIsTory

The site was formerly part of the precinct limit of Gloucester Abbey. In the late Saxon period the abbey precinct may 
well have been contained within the Roman walls;5 but c. 1100 the abbey precinct had been extended to the north over 
land which had previously belonged to St oswald’s Priory.6 it is not clear whether this northern section was built c. 1100. 
Abbot Peter built a precinct wall (1104-13) but on this side his wall may have taken a course further south. even so, a new 
boundary wall was certainly built by the abbey on this line in 1218.7 Though it formed part of the abbey precinct, the wall 
was also seen as part of the town defences, and until the mid 15th century the city laid claim to it as theirs.8

For more than a century this length of wall enclosed mostly gardens. Then before 1329 a new abbot’s lodging was 
begun by Prior Wygmore in this area; it was completed by Wygmore during his abbacy (1329-37). He built ‘the Abbot’s 
Chamber [camera] beside the infirmary garden’ and later completed the ‘Abbots Chamber near the Great Hall, with the 
small hall attached to it and the chapel there’.9  

Abbot Malverne (or Parker) (1515-1539)10, probably made further additions to the palace. Malverne may have inserted 
stained glass, one fragment of which, now in the cathedral cloisters, carries the initials WM and the arms attributed to the 
reputed founder of the abbey.11 it may have been Abbot Malverne who installed the long gallery, with its oriel window 
(still visible in Pitt Street: FiG 2).12

 1 This is a 19th-century name. in the 18th century it was called ‘College Wall’ along this stretch: the east end was known as the Beast 
Market. earlier it was called ‘behind the walls’. N Herbert (ed) Victoria county History: Gloucestershire  iv, 260, 367.
2  Department of Culture, Media and Sport Revised List of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic interest: City of Gloucester 
(1998)
3  SAM 393; see also C M Heighway, Gloucester cathedral and Precinct: an archaeological assessment (2nd edition 2000), page 
17.
4  Stainburn Taylor, Architects: The Kings School, Gloucester: specification: repairs to the palace wall, Pitt Street, Gloucester, phase 
i and ii. 2051/ReV B.
5  For discussion of the topography of this area of the town see Nigel Baker and Richard Holt: urban Growth and the medieval 
church: Gloucester and worcester (Aldershot, 2004), p 42-5.
6  Hart W H (ed) Historia and cartularium monasterii scti Petri Gloucesteriae  Rolls Series 33, vol i (1863), 25, 83; there is a 
convenient translation of the Historia by William Barber in D Welander, History art and architecture of Gloucester cathedral (1991), 
597-639.
7  C Heighway and R Bryant, The Golden minster (york 1999), 19.
8  N Herbert (ed) Victoria county History: Gloucestershire  iv, 244
9  William Barber, [Translation of the Abbey Historia], in D Welander History art and architecture, 629.
10  For Abbot Parker, see Welander, History, 294.
11  P e Chandler, ‘The Bishops Palace, Gloucester’, Trans Bristol and Glos archaeol soc 97 (1979), 81-3, at 81.
12  Judging by the style of the window itself.
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There is a detailed description of the buildings in 1541 in the letters patent founding the see.13 Dr R Rowell suggests that 
of the original buildings, only the great hall, chapel and north wall of the gallery had been entirely rebuilt in stone.14 The 
principal buildings including the great hall were towards the west, as in the mid 19th century (see FiG 4). The high end 

1 abbey wall, Gloucester: location plan of cathedral precinct.

13  Published by W Dugdale monasticon anglicanum ed. J Caley, H ellis and B Bandinel, i, ‘Gloucester’ (1849), 531-566, at 554; 
also in W H Stevenson, calender of the records of the corporation of Gloucester (Gloucester 1893) pp 22-3; also cited in Rowell, 
Appendix 14 page 254. 
14  R L Rowell, The archaeology of late monastic Hospitality Thesis submitted to york university for degree of D Phil, September 
2000, p 161, 181-2.
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of the hall was on the north. Attached to the high end of the hall were the great chamber, chapel, private chambers, and a 
long gallery or ‘walking house’ which linked the hall and associated buildings to the late-medieval eastern ranges.

The medieval bishop’s palace was accessed from the south, from the western court of the abbey, through a gateway 
which still stands. it was probably part of the building campaign of Prior Wygmore: its lierne vault is mid 14th-century.15 
There was no northern entrance through the abbey wall until the post medieval period, except probably for service 
entrances; a gate called the Infirmary Gate was built on this side by 1673.16

By the 1590s the bishops palace at Gloucester was ‘a very vaste Mellancollick decaied and reuinouse howse’.17 Bishop 
Ravis (1604-7) paid for repairs and restored the water conduits but the Palace was again ruinous in 1648.18 it was later 
sold to Thomas Hodges of Shipton Moyne.19  

2 Part of the north side of the Pitt street abbey wall in 2006.

15  Rowell monastic Hospitality p 182
16  VcH iv, 286.
17  F D Price, ‘Bishop Bullingham and Chancellor Blackleech: a diocese divided’ TBGas 91 (1972) 175-198 at 193.
18  Chandler, ‘Bishops Palace’, 82
19  Chandler, not referenced
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Bishop Benson (1734-52) added a classical front (FiG 3, south elevation) on the south side of the hall block. He put 
painted glass with his coat of arms in the north window.20 At the end of the 18th century a lean-to corridor was added to 
give access from one end of the hall to the other.21

The sees of Gloucester and Bristol were united in 1836 and the Bishop’s Palace was intended to be moved to Bristol: 
however this decision was altered in 1856. ewan Christian, Architect to the Church Commissioners 1850-95, surveyed 
the old palace and originally recommended rebuilding, retaining hall, chapel and gallery, but in the end it was decided to 
demolish the old palace entirely except for the hall.22 even then, when demolition commenced in May 1860 the hall was 
unsafe and had to be demolished, though some remnants of the old hall can be seen in the basement.23

The tracing by the architect F S Waller made February 1881 from a survey made in about 1856 before demolition in 
1860 is vital evidence of the previous appearance of the palace24 (FiG 4). Prints depict the palace before 1856 but none 
show the wall from the north.

The demolition of 1860 removed the buildings from behind (south of) the wall, therefore affecting its stability. A 
platform of thickened wall which once supported the floor of the Long Gallery (FiG 5, basement plan) was retained; 
various buttresses were rebuilt or added and chimneys removed (FiG 5).

A length of the palace wall was demolished to make a new entrance for the new palace (FiG 6 buttress B, C) and a new 
boundary wall was built further south to improve the entrance angle.

3 elevations of old bishop’s palace, traced in 1881 from the survey of 1856, published by st John Hope.

20  Chandler,  ‘Bishops Palace’, 82 citing GRo D1137/2
21  Chandler, ‘Bishops Palace’, 82.
22  There is a series of ecclesiastical Commissioners’ Files relating to the Bishop’s Palace, Gloucester, dated 1856-1954 , held at the 
Church of england Record Centre, Refs. eCe/7/1/10279/1-7. Details of the access arrangements can be found on the Lambeth Palace 
Library website:
http://www.lambethpalacelibrary.org/access/CeRC.html
23  Chandler, ‘Bishops Palace’, 82, though Rowell’s survey found no convincing evidence of medieval remains in the cellar.
24  The survey was published in W St John Hope, ‘Notes on the Benedictine Abbey of St Peter at Gloucester’, records of Gloucester 
cathedral iii (1885-95), 90-131 at 124 and Plate iii. For Storer’s prints see Welander, History, 464.
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The bishops’ palace became the King’s school in 1954 and a new house was built for the bishop further east.25

Twentieth-century schedules of condition mention the abbey wall on Pitt Street, as weatherworn but not dangerous.26

PasT arcHaeoloGIcal worK

in 1986 the section of abbey wall on the west side of Kings School gardens was taken down and rebuilt.27 The earliest 
wall was of lias stone, bonded with buff-orange fairly hard sand mortar containing some white lime inclusions. The wall 
foundations were 1.2m wide, with an offset on the east (inside) face which narrowed the wall to just under 1 m. Above 
the offset, the wall had been rebuilt at least twice. The second rebuild had crept out of line with the foundation beneath, 

4 Plan of old Bishops Palace, traced in 1881 from survey of 1856, redrawn by r m Bryant from st John Hope’s 
publication

25  VcH iv, 288.
26  GRo D10421: Ministry of Works, Schedule of condition of Bishop’s palace 1949; Agreement between Bishop of Gloucester and 
Church Commissioners, September 1955-March 1960. A collection of Diocesan Surveyors Dilapidation Papers 1832-1906, D1381/78, 
for the Palace, is missing from GRo.
27  Heighway, cathedral and Precinct, record no2.
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thus rendering the wall unstable. The depth of the foundation is unknown, as the base was not reached; it is at least 0.5m 
below the offset.

Other sites in Pitt Street show observations in the cellars of houses on the north side of no particular significance to the 
wall.

in 2003 a record was made by S Bagshaw during phase 1 of the Pitt Street wall repairs, constituting the western 50 m 
of the wall. on this stretch, the south elevation is faced with 18th and 19th century brick, the north consists of areas of 
brick, coursed masonry and randomly coursed rubble. The north elevation has two major collapses, with one on the south 
elevation.

The foundation was revealed in three test pits excavated against the south elevation. It consisted of later facing stones 

5 The 1856 sketch elevation of the north side of the Bishop’s Palace, compared below with the plan of the same 
date, shown at approximately the same scale.
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applied to an earlier, probably medieval, core. This refacing of the foundation was associated with the brick face of the 
superstructure. The dismantling of areas of the brick face, on the south elevation, showed that the facing stones of an 
earlier masonry wall survive directly behind the bricks. The condition of the earlier masonry face, and the associated 
core, varied from being substantially intact to leaning precariously with a severely degraded core; at one point the earlier 
masonry face and core had fallen away leaving a sizable void behind the present south face of brick. This collapse 
corresponded with a collapse of the north elevation into Pitt Street. 

All this western length of wall was repaired and restored as part of phase 1 of this project in 2003.

PasT rePaIrs

A photograph of the oriel window dated 1984 (FiG 7a) shows two shafts of the window opening looking new and 
evidently recently replaced, probably in Lepine stone. The western jamb of Window 2 had a stone replaced in 1996 
(Gloucester Cathedral: Alan Norton Collection: FiGS 7b and 7c).

recordInG worK In 2006 

Elevations of the north and south sides were made by digital tracing from a base of rectified photographs by Atkins 
Survey. The tracing was begun by Steve Bagshaw and augmented by Gemma Bryant, using both digital tracing and on-
site record. The tracings were at 1:10. The project budget did not allow for a full stone by stone record and some areas of 
similar walling were untraced, but are clearly recorded in the rectified photographs. The digital files were used as the basis 
for the interpretation drawings in this report (FiGS 8, 9 and 11). The petrology of the north side was identified by Arthur 
Price, using the rectified photograph, and the petrology of the south side identified by Carolyn Heighway and checked 
by Arthur Price: again the details are on the rectified photograph. The paper archive and a copy of all digital files (see 
Appendix III) will be deposited with the King’s School. 

Arch/Buttress C 
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6 The abbey wall, Pitt street, Gloucester: sketch plan, with inset showing a section of the wall. drawing: 
G n H Bryant.
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7a The oriel window in the Pitt street 
abbey wall photographed in 1984

7b repairs to the abbey wall, 
window 2, in 1996.

7c detail of window 2 in 1996. 
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10 Internal face (south side) of wall of bishop’s palace showing possible scar of stair to 16th-century long gallery, 
patched (possibly in the 18th century) with re-used architectural stone. 

PeTroloGy 

Stone-types were surveyed by Arthur Price. His identifications and comments were originally made on the archive drawing 
(archive: KSW1) and have been simplified on FiG 11. The identifications have been incorporated into this report (see 
especially Appendix I).

The principal stone of the abbey wall was Lower Lias Limestone. These Jurassic deposits occur locally and were used 
in the 13th century for domestic buildings.28 The most prestigious buildings used Painswick Freestone (lower Freestone 
from the Lower inferior oolite of the Middle Jurassic), available from quarries along the Cotswold scarp. Much of this 
appears in the Pitt street wall as reused material, although the 1860 work used Bath oolite.29 Local sandstone was used 
for repairs in the late medieval and post medieval period and Highley sandstone from Worcestershire was used for the 
16th-century oriel window base and was used at the same time or later for patching. it is noticeable that the 1860 work 
used recycled materials including paving stones, both ceramic and stone: these probably came from the demolition of the 
Palace in 1860. Welsh slate was used for levelling and packing in 19th-century work: e.g. for courses in the buttress below 
the oriel window (FiG 8 context 15). 

28  A Price, ‘The Building Stone’ in C Heighway, cathedral and precinct (2000), 48. 
29  Price, ‘Building Stone’, 49. 
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Pitt Street, Gloucester:
North Side, Petrology
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0 2 4 6 metres Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3A Phase 3B Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6

12 abbey wall, King’s school, Pitt street: interpretation: north side. drawing: G n H Bryant
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InTerPreTaTIon (FIGs 8, 9 and 12)

Phase 1: 13th century
Contexts 1, 2 (FiG 8) are of rather narrow block (6-8 cm) lias walling with some oolite inserts. Above is 3, of rather wider 
blocks (12 cm). Another block of lias walling to the west, context 18, is of the larger blocks. All these contexts are thought 
to represent the earliest wall. The abbey wall which survives on the north side of the precinct east of St Michaels gate is 
of lias blocks of the deeper variety, consisting of lias blocks in even courses between 15 and 20 cm deep. The only other 
13th-century walling known, the Tanners Hall, is of the narrower variety.30 It is possible that contexts 1 and 2 represent 
a replacement of the base of the wall, made necessary by water erosion along Pitt Street, and that this accounts for the 
slightly different appearance. Contexts 20 and 21 may represent medieval collapses of the wall which were rebuilt with 
the same materials. 

The medieval wall was built with a facing each side and rubble packing in the middle. This inevitably meant that water 
penetrating from the top eventually caused chunks to sheer off.

The south side, from perhaps the late 14th century, formed an internal wall of the Bishops Palace. In the sixteenth 
century a masonry platform (103) was built to support the floor of the Long Gallery. West of the gallery, the wall retains its 
original width. Contexts 104 and 108 probably represent the south face of the phase 1 walling.  A small opening, context 
112, may be of later date. 

Contexts 109 (south elevation, FiG 9), and contexts 9, 26, 27, 29, 30 (north elevation, FiG 8) are vertical straight-joints 
which appear to represent blocked openings at the top of the original wall. These may have been windows of phase 3A, 
or they possibly represent crenels on the top of the Phase 1 wall. 

Phase 2 late 15th century
Context 17 (FiG 8) is recessed between the other lengths of wall. Although it contains much lias stone of the same 13th-
century types, it contains a great deal of tile, only some of which is Roman, the rest late medieval roof tile, as well as 
sandstone of various types, one tufa block, and a possible fragment of a quern. Context 17 is probably the result of a major 
collapse in the late medieval or early post-medieval period which was rebuilt on a more vertical alignment, whereas the 
walls either side retained their ancestral bulges. Straight joints seem to indicate the presence of crenels (contexts 29 and 
30).

Phase 3a  early 16th century
Though the bishops palace was built in the 14th century on the site of the present Kings School, it may have been some 
time before the north garden wall was pressed into service as a wall of part of a long gallery (very much a 16th-century 
fashion) which joined the hall block to other domestic quarters. This probably dates to the abbacy of Malverne (1550-39). 
There are, however, some indications that there was a wall heightening which predated the mid 16th century windows. 
Window 2, for instance, seems to be inserted into an earlier opening, and so may Window 5. Phase 3A therefore represents 
a heightening of the wall prior to the 16th century windows: the date must be late medieval or later, because of the high 
amount of miscellaneous building material which it incorporates. 

Phase 3B mid 16th century
A row of windows was inserted into the gallery; some of these may have replaced earlier windows of phase 3A. The 
gallery was lit by windows 1-4. Window 3, the oriel window, had a base built of Highley sandstone but detailing of oolite. 
The sandstone base had joints packed with building material and oyster shell: weathering of the Highley stone means 
this packing now protrudes by up to 5 cm.  The oriel window lights each had three glazing bars and wooden plugs inside 
carried the fixing for wooden shutters. East of Window 3 was a fireplace which may have been added at the same time. 
on the south of the wall the gallery was supported by a stone platform 0.9 m wide (FiG 6): presumably the south wall of 
the gallery was supported by a similar platform. 

Windows 1 and 3-5 are shown on the 1856 plan. Window 2 is on the plan, apparently blocked, but not on the 1856 
elevation. Presumably it was not obvious on the outside.

A rebuilt mass of walling at the west end of the gallery (105) (FiG 9) may represent a staircase in stone which gave 
access from the basement (?servants quarters) to the long gallery. 

30  The building still stands on what is now Metz Way: see also C M Heighway, ‘Tanners Hall Gloucester’, TBGas 101 (1983), 83-
109; also forthcoming excavation report by Jo Welander. 
31  S P Bagshaw, Archaeological recording of the monastic infirmary at Gloucester cathedral (Gloucester Cathedral Archaeological 
Report 2001/G)
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Phase 4: 17th – early 19th century: the ‘bishops palace’ phase
The convenience of a door on Pitt Street must have been recognised at about the time that the ‘infirmary gate’ was being 
added further east in the 17th century: a brick wall which strengthens and surmounts the medieval abbey wall west of the 
long gallery contains a door, D1 (FiG 8).

If the interpretation of context 105 is correct, and there were Phase 4 stairs up to the gallery, these were removed and 
the wall refaced before the 19th century, for the 1856 plan shows the upper floor here in use as a dressing room, and the 
lower room as a larder. A stair is shown instead in the south-east corner of the gallery. it is interesting to see the refacing 
(context 105) of the scar of this stair contains a great deal of 12th and 13th century masonry: evidently when the stair was 
removed (?18th century) some major structure of much earlier date was also being demolished. 

Phase 5 1856-60
When the old bishops palace was demolished in 1860 the decision was evidently to create from the Pitt Street wall a 
picturesque ruin (as was done at more or less the same time with the Cathedral’s Infirmary arches31). The plans and 
elevations of the old palace done in 1856 (FiG 3; FiG 5) make it clear how much the wall was adapted to its purpose of 
becoming again a boundary wall. The north south range at the east end of the elevation was completely demolished and 
its position taken by an entrance gateway (arch/buttress C): the chimney was removed and patched in; the oriel window 
received a new pantile roof and the whole length of wall was capped. The 1856 drawings show the brick doorway D1 on 
plan but not on elevation: probably it was omitted deliberately from the latter for clarity.  on the inside (south) the stone 
platform which had supported the upper floor was tidied up, and the junction-point of former internal walls reinforced by 
buttressing (FiG 9 buttresses D and e). Much of the interior wall-face may have been re-faced.

Phase 6 20th century
20th-century maintenance included the repointing of at least the lower few feet of the wall with very hard mortar, created 
a different appearance for context (1) which is probably essentially the same as (2). Other 20th-century work included the 
refacing and rebuilding of the western sections of the wall: eg context 111 on the south elevation. The doorway D1 was 
bricked in. 

acKnowledGemenTs

Thanks are due to Philip Gale, Records manager, Church of england record centre; and to the staff of Gloucestershire 
Record Office. Steve Bagshaw made available his digital tracings of the elevations. 

APPeNDiX i: CoNTeXTS
Stone identification incorporated in this section was carried out by Arthur Price.

norTH eleVaTIon (FIG 8)

CoNTeXT 
NuMBeR

DeSCRiPTioN iNTePReTATioN

1 Lowest section of wall – similar to (2) above it 
but pointed with very hard cement mortar with 
very lumpy aggregate. Lias blocks 6-8 cm high.

Phase 1 repointed?

2 Well-coursed lias walling blocks up to 40 cm 
long and 8 cm deep very approx. Mortar yellow 
– signs of an orange sandy mortar behind it.

Phase 1 repointed?

3 Similar to 2 but with more larger stones 40 cm 
long and 12 cm deep.

Possibly same as 2.

4 Bonding stones representing buttress. NB these 
do not bond with the coursing of Buttress A (5) 
and are mostly lias, not oolite.

Bonding stones of medieval buttress on position 
of Buttress A (5)

5 Buttress A, mostly in Bath oolitic limestone. Victorian buttress, existed before 1856 (drawing 
of 1856)

6 Arch C and Buttress B: oolitic limestone. Straight-
jointed to Buttress A.

inserted as entrance to new Bishops palace, 
1860.
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7 upper build and coping. Mainly lias and oolite; 
also many other stone types. The coping is Bath 
oolite. There are many re-used oolite paving 
stones especially about Windows 1 and 2 on the 
north side. occasional pieces of purple sandstone 
paving stone, and green sandstone (probably 
Highley stone)

Not visible in 1856 drawing so added 1860 to 
create ruin.

8 Infill of feature cut by Window 2. Remains of earlier window?
9 Infill of feature cut by Window 2. Remains of earlier window or putlog hole.
10 Scar of removed feature: mostly oolite with 

occasional lias, reused worked stone, and 
sandstone.

Blocking of chimney which existed in 1856: 
presumably c. 1860. The fireplace shows on the 
1856 plan, though blocked up. its position was 
later covered by Buttress e.

11 Above (3).  Mainly lias, like (3), larger stones and 
incorporates much other stone:- grey sandstone, 
limestone roof tiles, Highley sandstone, red 
sandstone, and burnt limestone.

The incorporation of such a variety of materials 
suggests a late date. This is at window height.

12 Lias walling

13
Window 3

oriel window: oolite details with Highley stone 
base. Two side mullions looked very new in 1985 
and had then probably just been replaced (with 
Lepine?). each window opening had three metal 
horizontal glazing bars. 

16th century from style.

14 Base of Window 3: Highley stone. Hard pale 
yellow mortar with aggregate. Joints contain 
spacers made of chips of stone, including thin 
Stonesfield slate, some purple tile, some lias; 
other joints contained  oyster shell. Some of this 
packing protrudes from the joint by 4-5 cm. – an 
indication of the extent of weathering.

16th century

15 Supporting buttress under (14) mostly of oolite. 
The oolite (?Bath stone) blocks are packed with 
Welsh slate.

Already there in 1856 (drawing) but rebuilt 
1860.

16 Coping of Window 3, Bath stone inserted 1860 (not on 1856 drawing)
17 Very irregular section of wall cut by Window 

3.  Very sandy orange mortar with not much 
aggregate. Mostly lias, some oolite, some of it 
resued worked stone. Much tile, some possibly 
Roman, most medieval roof tile. Some brick, 
some purple sandstone, one tufa block, one chunk 
of quartz conglomerate at base of wall, possibly 
a pudding stone quern. At least one visible large 
void complete with sparrows. 

17 is set further south than 18 which bulges 
forward (north) of 17. 17 is probably the result 
of a huge collapse which was then rebuilt on a 
more vertical alignment than 18, incorporating 
more miscellaneous material in the process.

18 Quite large lias blocks 10 x 50 cm. Has been 
repointed with very hard white mortar. yellow 
mortar beneath.

? one of the surviving fragments of the original 
city wall.

19 Stratigraphically in similar position to (11), i.e. 
the upper part of the wall. Principally lias but 
with some oolite, much of which is worked and 
so is re-used from an earlier building. occasional 
Highley sandstone and purple sandstone.

Window 4 Contemporary with the wall in which it is set?

Window 5 The window has been lowered on the inside – the 
lower part has only small oolite jambs. 

16th-century window in position of earlier one?
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20 Lias block walling, c. 13 cm high. Much oolite, 
occasional Highley sandstone, green sandstone, 
brick, purple sandstone. Mortared with very hard 
grainy mortar like (1). 

Rebuilt segment – date uncertain

21 even courses of narrow lias blocks, similar to 
(20).

22 Mostly large blocks of oolite, above 21; includes 
blocks of Highley stone.

1860

23 Brick wall contains door D1 1860?
24 Blocking of door D1: brick Possibly the same date as brick refacing (111) on 

other side. early 20th century.
25 Lias and oolite mix of ‘garden wall’ i.e. 

unscheduled western section. Repointed with 
very hard mortar – underneath is yellow mortar 
with black inclusions. 

on line of phase 1 wall, but much rebuilt. 
Recorded by SB.

26 Blocking of opening window or crenel?
27 oolite stones forming blocking of feature under 

Window 5.
occupies space under window which inside goes 
down to floor level. Earlier window? or just part 
of phase 3 windows?

28 Block of oolite stones Putlog hole filling
29 Blocked opening

30 Blocked opening

souTH eleVaTIon (FIG 9)

The wall was faced each side with a rubble core, so it is not surprising that the inside is dissimilar from the outside. Most 
of the south face was interior to the Palace. There is much decayed mortar/plaster on the inside wall.

CoNTeXT 
NuMBeR

DeSCRiPTioN iNTeRPReTATioN

(101)  Walling of mixed lias and oolite. Terminates at entrance gate 
on east, with which it appears to be bonded.  

1860 refacing but on medieval line.

(102) vertical stack of oolite quoins, with lias walling integral with 
it

Wall angles slightly here and 
these create stability for the angle. 
Probably 1860. 

(103) fairly even-coursed lias walling: continues all along the 
south side of the thickened part of the wall and terminates at 
Buttress D.

originally facing of basement 
room under gallery, could be 
medieval. Would have been 
interior and basement, so relatively 
unweathered.

(104) lias walling, different sections of very variable size from 5 to 
13 cm. This is in a length of wall which was not thickened to 
support gallery – it is in the area occupied in 19th century by 
larder (ground floor) and dressing room (first floor).

This looks very similar to earlier 
walling of abbey wall: probably rear 
face of wall dating to before Bishops 
Palace in 15th century. ?equivalent 
to 20 and 21 on the north side.

(105) Large patch of oolite blocks, many reused mouldings of 12th-
13th century date. inserted into (104).

Scar of steps which once led up 
to gallery. Probably removed and 
patched up from material of steps 
themselves in post-medieval period.

( 1 0 6 ) 
Buttress D

Buttress D to east of (104). oolitic ashlar quoins with  lias. 1860. The buttress occupies the line 
of the west wall of the long gallery. 

(107) Stone slabs forming platform which once supported gallery. inserted to consolidate gallery 
in 1860, but probably represents 
medieval floor level. 

(108) Mostly lias – probably the same as (104)
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(109) Blocking of opening (112) in 108: - the same as (26) on the 
other side of the wall. = (113)

Lower part of a blocked window 
– appears to be superseded by 
16th century windows so may be 
fenestration of 14th/15th. 

(110) Mixed lias and oolite walling. A high proportion of the narrow 
lias blocks. 

Part of 1860 conversion into ruin 
equivalent to (7) on the other side. 
?Reused from medieval wall or 
matched up.

(111) Brick wall refacing: this covers over the opening, D1 in this 
position on the other side and there is no sign of D1

This must at least be contemporary 
with the blocking of D1 – possibly 
early 20th century?

(112) opening in (108) Medieval? This seems too small 
to have been a door. Purpose 
unknown. 

(113) This area of wall includes areas of lias blocks of large size 
– about 12-15 cm deep, but the wall has been heavily patched 
with other stone, oolite (Painswick) and some Guiting stone. 

Guiting stone is used in the late 15th-
century/early 16th century cathedral. 
The patched wall may be part of the 
early 16th century rebuild.

( 1 1 4 ) 
Window 4.

inner face below sill faced with pieces of post-medieval 
ceramic floor tile and some oolite floor-slabs. W4 not 
obviously inserted into wall around it which may have been 
rebuilt at the same time.

The re-used of flooring materials 
suggests demolition of the palace, 
so the windows may have been 
considerably repatched in 1860.

(115) Above (108) in the centre section. Mainly lias but with a lot 
of interpolated oolite and other stone. Two chunks of Highley 
stone suggest this heightening of wall is the same date as oriel 
window W3.

(13)
Window 3

Some evidence that it is inserted into (108). W and e jambs 
have at least two wooden plugs probably to take hooks for 
shutters. The windows themselves had metal glazing bars. 
An extensive area of about 1m is disturbed to the east for the 
insertion of the window, as on the north side. is this an earlier 
blocked window?

16th century

(116) Rebuilt mainly lias walling associated with insertion of oriel 
window 3.

16th century

(117) Similar to or the same as (115). Quite deep lias blocks 
interspersed with narrow lias and oolite. Above (108).

Buttress e This has been set on top of platform. occupies place occupied 
by medieval fireplace. (photograph P1000799). Does not bond 
with (117) or (108).

inserted 1860.

Window 2 photograph P1000803 originally 16th century

APPeNDiX ii: ARCHAeoLoGiCAL PRoPoSAL
THE ABBEY PRECINCT WALL

AT KING’S SCHOOL, GLOUCESTER
Repairs phase 2

A proposal by Past Historic for recording prior to repairs

Carolyn Heighway BA FSA MiFA
10 February 2006

InTroducTIon

The wall forms the northern boundary of the main Kings School buildings. The length of wall which forms this second 
part of the project is the 30m stretch which includes a late medieval oriel window, once part of the Bishop’s palace. it is 
a condition of english Heritage grant that the wall be recorded before works are undertaken. 
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ProPosals 

documentary research
A day will be devoted to establish any details from diocesan and other records of past works on this wall. Past pictorial 
evidence will also be checked.

record drawing of fabrics
All drawings to carry directional point and bar scale in metres.
Using rectified photographs the following drawings will be prepared:-
1:  elevations at 1:25 of the north and south side of the wall. Details of rubble walling will not be plotted, but all 

areas of ashlar or large cut stonework will be plotted stone by stone. This drawing will be done before scaffolding 
is erected but checked on site from the scaffolding. The Victorian buttresses at the west end of the site will not 
be drawn but the relevant surveys will be done using rectified photographs.

2:  A profile of the whole wall at 1:50 scale at the oriel window position
3:  A survey of the petrology.
4: An archaeological survey delineating all areas of similar fabric and assigning a number and description of each 

area. The description should note petrology, type of mortars if discernible, presence of re-used worked stone. 
5:  Profiles of key mouldings of ashlar work (to be obtained from masons/conservators). 
6:  A phased interpretation drawing.
in addition to these records occasional visits will be made to the site to check details that may emerge whilst conservation 

proceeds.

report
An interpretative report will be prepared in A4 format, explaining methodology, process of recording, and any conclusions. 
20 copies of the report will be provided, to be circulated to:

•	 english Heritage (5 copies)
•	 Architect
•	 SMR, Shire Hall, Gloucester
•	 Gloucester City Excavation Unit
•	 Local History library, Brunswick Road, Gloucester
•	 GRo, Alvin St, Gloucester
•	 Cathedral library
•	 Consultant Archaeologist, Gloucester Cathedral
•	 Kings School (5 copies)

A one-paragraph summary of the report will be provided for inclusion in the County Sites and Monuments Record and 
local publications.

The final report will be the copyright of the author.

THe arcHIVe

A catalogue will be prepared of drawings and photographs and other evidence.
The archive will be deposited with King’s School including copies of electronic files.
ownership of the archive and of all materials obtained or produced in the course of this survey will belong to Kings 

School, or of such body as the School might pass this ownership to. 

Personnel

The work will be carried out by Past Historic and their consultants.
Richard Bryant (Director of Past Historic) is a draughtsman of 30 years experience specialising in architecture, sculpture, 

and building surveys. His work includes the survey of St oswalds Priory, Gloucester. 
Carolyn Heighway (Director Past Historic) has been archaeological consultant to Gloucester Cathedral for 25 years and 

since 1990 has been supervising and preparing reports on archaeological recording of the fabric.
Gemma Bryant is trained in Architectural drawing.
Arthur Price is an expert on the stone industries and quarries of the Cotswolds and has published, and is working on, 

Quarry survey and documentary research.
Phil Moss is an architectural draughtsman with extensive knowledge of the medieval buildings of Gloucester: he has 

published several books on Gloucester’s building history and recorded historic buildings in the city. 
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APPeNDiX iii

ARCHiVe
The project file number as registered with Stainburn Taylor architects is 2051.
The Past Historic project file is called  ‘Kings School Abbey Wall, 2006’, project number GCAR 06/B. 

PaPer records (To Be dePosITed wITH THe KInG’s scHool)

KSW1 This is a printout provided by Stainburn Taylor Architects at 1:20 scale of the Atkins rectified photographs, north 
elevations, in three sheets A, B and C. 
All petrology identifications and many other annotations are on this drawing which comprises the basic site archive.
KSW2 As KSW1, but for the south elevation.
KSW3 A printout at 1:10 scale of the drawn north elevation (file: North Tracing 1-10 03.ai).

elecTronIc FIles

The original rectified photographs by Atkins AMC are in a folder labelled ‘Atkins photos’. The files for the phase 2 work 
(the scheduled part of the wall) consist of the following files: 
eastbutt
Mos1ent
Mos1North
Mos1South
Mos2North
Mos2South
Westbutt

The Atkins photographs are also held by Stainburn Taylor. These rectified photographs are the best record of the wall 
before work began.

The preliminary tracings done by Steve Bagshaw are Photoshop files: these were converted to Adobe Illustrator files for 
the completion of the project. The relevant files for phase 2 of the project are:
ks ext 1.psd Phase 2, north side, west end
ks ext2.psd phase 2, north side, west end
ks int1.psd phase 2, south side, west end
ks int W1.psd phase 2, south side, east end 

The finished drawing files of each elevation are very large Illustrator files, which have the rectified photographs as a layer. 
They are at 1:10 Scale. The two files are:-
North Tracing 1-10 03.ai
South outline 1-10.ai

The final report consists of a Word file (‘final report’) and an Adobe Indesign2 file (‘abbey wall’) which is also saved as 
an Adobe pdf file.

There are also associated linked illustrations, not listed here. The published illustrations are listed in the Word file, 
‘illustration schedule’. 

PHoToGraPHs (conVenTIonal)

Four photographs of the north elevation taken in 1985 (2, B/W) and 1998 (2 colour, scanned as kswall 1 and kswall 2). 
These photographs form part of the Gloucester Cathedral archive.

Photographs of 1985 were borrowed from the Cathedral Alan Norton Collection: these were scanned as ks abbey wall 
1, ks abbey wall 2, ks abbey wall 3. 

PHoToGraPHs (dIGITal)

The folder is labelled ‘ks wall photos’, subfolder 13032006, photograph numbers P1000022 to P1000038.


